
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking to fill the role of enterprise solution
architect. Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is
our ideal list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the
qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for enterprise solution architect

Identify the organizational impact (skills, processes, structures, culture, ) and
financial impact of the solutions architecture
Must be able to articulate the objectives and drivers which define the
architecture vision across multiple domains and translate the strategic
business, technology, requirements and vision into a design blueprint
supporting the implementation of an integrated solution across a variety of
domains supporting various technologies
Direct the discussion to define the overall technical architecture solution for a
given client implementation
Work through the design of the overall Network, Storage, Security,
Replication, and Recovery requirements that affect the program
Articulate, document and ‘own’ the solution architecture
Act as consultant provide support during the implementation
Builds and fosters client relationships and seen as a single point of escalation
for solution architecture activities during the implementation
Champion the Enterprise Solution Delivery processes and the effective
utilization of best practices in the field by coaching, providing governance
and capturing key learnings to drive efficiency and effectiveness
improvements
Manage the design, programming, testing and implementation of Enterprise
Risk databases (SQL and/or Oracle) to ensure efficient and effective database

Example of Enterprise Solution Architect Job
Description
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Ensure systems are compatible and in compliance with the standards for
agency IT architectures, and profiles of standards as they apply to the
implementation and specific to the solution for the platform, integration with
other systems, and the external interfaces

Qualifications for enterprise solution architect

Experience with modern web development toolkits and libraries such as
ReactJS, RxJS
10 years of experience in a technical capacity in enterprise application and
implementation management
5+ years as a Functional Architect, Business Analyst or Consultant in a mid-to-
large size organization
Proven leadership in presenting and driving organizational transformation
Excellent customer relationship acumen and experienced consulting skills
Superior understanding of common industry-standard business practices as
related to core ERP, CRM & e-commerce processes using SaaS based
technologies


